Frechen pottery market
Conditions of participation
Organizer of the Frechen pottery market is the foundation KERAMION - Center for
modern + historical ceramics, Bonnstraße 12, 50226 Frechen, Germany
By participating in the Frechen Pottery Market, the applicant*in acknowledges these
terms of participation as legally binding:
- Only professional ceramists, workshops and artists as well as suppliers for ceramic
needs and suppliers with technical literature may participate in the Frechen Pottery
Market. Hobby ceramists are not admitted.
- Each admitted participant* at the Frechen Pottery Market will receive a stand. No
participant is entitled to a specific stand.
- The allocated stand may not be exchanged, given to third parties or used for any
other type of business than that stated in the allocation.
- Fire department access roads must be kept clear.
- Sales stands will not be provided.
- The event location is to be treated with care. It is especially prohibited to damage
the pavement or trees with anchoring pins, nails, screws or similar. Anyone who
violates these instructions is obliged to remove them immediately and also to pay
damages.
- Vehicles must be driven off the market area after unloading. During the opening
hours of the market, no vehicle may be on the market premises or drive on it. This
also applies to trailers.
- Every participant* must display the stand number in a clearly visible position on the
stand.
- From Saturday to Sunday a night watch will be deployed. It is possible to leave the
stands overnight at your own risk.
- The organizer is not liable for damages, theft etc.
- The event location must not be contaminated. Each participant*is responsible for
the cleanliness of the stand assigned to him/her. Any waste, packaging material etc.
is to be taken away by the stand owner* after the end of the market and the stand is
to be left clean and tidy. In case of violation of the obligation to clean the stand, the
respective participant* must be invoiced for the cleaning costs incurred.
- Assembly is permitted at 6.30 a.m. on the Saturday of the event at the earliest.
Dismantling must be completed by 21.30 hrs on the Sunday of the event.

- Each participant* must have sufficient insurance coverage for the event (e.g. public
liability insurance).
- All orders of the store management must be complied with.
- The participation fee is to be transferred to the account of
Kreissparkasse Cologne
IBAN EN 40 3705 02 99 0000 296610
SWIFT-BIC COKSDE 33
to transfer.
If this has not been done, the confirmation of participation is not valid and the place
will be given to another person.
- Due to the current Corona situation, no guarantee can be given that the market will
take place.
- If the market is cancelled, the participation fee already paid by you will be refunded,
less a 20,00 Euro handling fee.
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